
WISEdata Finance is Coming!
Presenter Dan Bush

Day 1: 11:00 - 11:45 AM Questions and Answers:
1. Hillary Huck - Evergreen Academy: Does this pertain to Choice schools?

a. No, WISEdata Finance is only used by public school districts and independent
charters schools/CMOs.

2. Sandy - Tomahawk: Will our auditors have access to these reports?

a. School district auditors will not have direct access to WISEdata Finance. The SFS
Team will be developing a new auditor’s report that pulls data from WISEdata
Finance.

3. Alfredo - Palmyra-Eagle: Hi Dan, I'm getting a 6908 - Expected Amount error - Fund 39
Levy, saying the amount budgeted for the referendum debt service fund tax levy (39R211)
does not match the reported value from your PI-401 tax certification. Will we have resolution
capabilities within the system, or what to do when this happens?

a. One of the pieces we will roll out this summer is to look over the data and knowledge
bases articles to go over warnings and errors.

We will be releasing resources over the summer to help users understand and
resolve errors.

Alfredo: Thank you!

4. LaShon Smith: Can you show the second to last slide? (Final takeaway)
a. Here is the link to the slide deck pdf file:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gcIrL5tEd4W-jBEkK1HXq-QdZiQtBA7o/view?usp=sh
aring

5. David: Available with powerschool business plus?
a. PowerSchool is developing this for us and once they are available to start

onboarding people then they will contact folks.

6. Kristin Feucht: How will WISEdata Finance handle schools with multiple vendors? Example:
Finance in Skyward and Student side in Infinite Campus (thinking ahead to the PI-1563).

a. WISEdata Finance will work with your finance software (Skyward in the example
given).

7. Josie Simonson - Jefferson: Will this affect the way we report the PI-1563 Pupil Count
also?

a. No. For the PI-1563 Pupil Count there is a separate project funded by the federal
SLDS grant, but it is still a few years down the road.
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